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Energy Bills don't have to be expensive and complicated

What are Solar PPAs?

Energy Terrain is a provider of low-cost energy to 
the commercial and industrial sectors. We offer 
unique Energy Supply Agreements, known in the 
energy industry as a Solar PPA.

Solar PPA or Solar Power Purchase Agreements are 
agreements where energy providers like Energy 
Terrain, design, build, and operate a solar power 
system on your premises at no cost to you. You just 
buy the electricity it generates every month for an 
agreed price.

Why Choose Energy Terrain?

Energy Terrain offers some of the shortest and most 
flexible Energy Supply Agreements in the market, 
giving you complete control over how you want your 
energy needs delivered to you.

What's in it for me?

Our Energy Supply Agreement can give you 
immediate access to inexpensive and clean energy. 
You can cut down your monthly energy expenses, 
and help drive the push towards a carbon-free 
Australia by contributing to the renewables boom.

Get energy at one low, simple rate. 
Here are our most frequently asked questions to learn how

Who is Energy Terrain?

 
The amount of savings that you can make by 
choosing Energy Terrain's Energy Supply 
Agreement will depend on a number of variable 
factors. We highly recommend that you contact our 
sales team so we can give you a custom quote.

What makes Energy Terrain's offer different?

How much can I save with Energy Terrain?

Energy Terrain is a member of the Clean Energy 
Council. We only use materials of the highest quality 
and work with contractors that are professionally 
certified and accredited by the CEC. We also offer 
some of the lowest energy rates in the market.
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